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ROUNDUP READY ICE CREAM

T

HUFFMAN BILL UNVEILED

R

he Organic Consumers Association (OCA) reep. Jared Huffman, D-San Rafael, has finally
ported that 10 of 11 samples of Ben & Jerry ice
unveiled draft legislation to guard communicream tested positive for glyphosate, the key
ties against wildfires, provide local jobs, reingredient in Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide,
store lands impaired by illegal marijuana
and/or AMPA, glyphosate’s main metabolite.
growing operations, and protect Northern California’s
The results originated from
spectacular wild places and
independent lab testing of the folpristine streams on federal
SEND US YOUR EMAIL!
lowing flavors: Peanut Butter Cup,
lands. SAFE supports the
SAFE is currently updating its email list. If draft bill.
Peanut Butter Cookie, Vanilla (2
you are currently not receiving our emails
samples), Cherry Garcia, Phish
Huffman’s draft legislaand wish to be on the list, please contact tion would restore forests
Food, The Tonight Dough, Half
Baked, Chocolate Fudge Brownie, Ginny Rice at: safealt1@gmail.com. We and fish habitat, stimulate
Americone Dream and Chocolate only send out requests for agenda items, local economies through forChip Cookie Dough. Cherry Garmeeting agendas and minutes with an est stewardship programs,
cia was the only flavor that tested
occasional action notice or volunteer re- enhance recreational oppornegative for glyphosate and/or
tunities and reduce fire danquest. We will not SPAM you!
AMPA.
ger to communities. The
OCA is calling for Vermont-based Ben & Jerry’s, a draft legislation would not limit hunting or fishing, close
subsidiary of the international consumer goods conany legally open roads or trails to vehicles, or affect acglomerate, Unilever (UN (NYSE) to begin an immediate cess to or the use of private property.
transition to using only organic ingredients, including
Rep. Huffman is encouraging constituents to read
milk, in its products or face a national and international more about this legislative proposal at https://
consumer boycott.
huffman.house.gov/rep-huffmans-legislation-to-protectThe groups also call on natural and organic food
the-north-coast-s-spectacular-wild-places-and-rivers-0
stores to drop the Ben & Jerry’s brand unless the com- and send any feedback, additions, suggestions, or edits
pany commits to transitioning to organic.
to ca02publiclands@gmail.com.
OCA International Director Ronnie Cummins said:
Specifically, this legislation would:
“Ben & Jerry’s falsely advertises its products as
Restore and Revitalize Forests and Watersheds:
‘natural’ and its brand as ‘sustainable’ and ‘socially re● Designate a 700,000-acre South Fork Trinitysponsible.’ Nothing could be further from the truth.
Mad River Special Restoration Area in the South Fork
“Ben & Jerry’s profits are built on the back of an
Trinity River watershed and the Forest Service-portion
industrial dairy system that poisons the environment
of the Mad River watershed in Southern Trinity and
and produces pesticide-contaminated food products.
western Humboldt counties.
Ben & Jerry’s sales, driven in large part by its deceitful
● Establish a partnership of federal, state and local
claims, damage the organic industry by cutting into the entities that can help to clean and restore federal public
sales of authentic natural, grass-fed and organic prolands in Northwestern California affected by illegal tresducers.”
pass marijuana grows.
On July 7, California’s Office of Environmental
● Require federal agencies such as the Bureau of
Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) added glyLand Management and the Forest Service to cooperate
phosate to its list of chemicals known to cause cancer, and coordinate in managing fires in Northwestern Califor purposes of complying with the state’s Proposition fornia’s wilderness areas.
65.
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HUFFMAN BILL UNVEILED (continued from page 1)
Conserve Ecologically Significant Areas
Protect more than 326,000 acres of federal public lands as “wilderness”
by expanding nine existing wilderness areas and establishing 10 new ones.
Designate about 485 miles of stream as “wild and scenic rivers.”
Expand Recreation Opportunities
Direct the U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service to work collaboratively with each other, local communities and other parties to develop a regional trail development plan.
Require federal agencies to study the possibility of establishing the
“Bigfoot National Recreation Trail” from Southern Trinity County to Oregon.
Authorize construction of an interagency visitor center in Weaverville.
Public meetings were held in August, but comments can still be sent
via email. SAFE thanks Rep. Huffman for his efforts to preserve our environment. 

ROUNDUP READY (continued from page 1)
In March 2015, the World Health Organization’s International Agency
for Research on Cancer classified glyphosate as a ‘probable carcinogen.’
A report published January 2017, in the journal Nature, linked low doses
of glyphosate to non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, suggesting that there is
no “safe” level of glyphosate despite otherwise indicated by regulatory
agencies.
The Organic Consumers Association is an online and grassroots non
-profit 501(c)3 public-interest organization advocating on behalf of more
than two million U.S. consumers for health, justice, and regeneration. For
more information, please visit www.organicconsumers.org. 

CARTOONIST FIRED FOR CORPORATE JAB
Cartoonist Rick Friday has been fired from his job at Farm News after
his regular Friday cartoon went viral on Facebook. “A large company
affiliated with one of
the corporations
mentioned in the
cartoon was insulted and cancelled their advertisement with the
paper,” Friday said.
“This resulted in the
cancellation of its
Friday cartoons after 21 years of service and over 1,090
published cartoons
to over 24,000
households per
week in 33 counties
in Iowa.” 

Helen M. Stone
Newsletter Editor/Writer
Please call 628.5699 or email (stonepeakservices@gmail.com) with suggestions, ideas and
comments for the newsletter content and corrections. Thanks!
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TOXIC CANNABIS WASTE IN WEAVERVILLE

R

euters news recently featured an article by Sharon Bernstein datelined Weaverville that outlined the facts that pollution from illegal
marijuana farms deep in California's national forests is far worse
than previously thought, and has turned thousands of acres into
waste dumps so toxic that simply touching plants has landed law enforcement officers in the hospital.
The volume of banned or restricted pesticides and illegally applied fertilizers in the woods dwarfs estimates by the U.S. Forest Service in 2014,
when a top enforcement official testified that the pollution was threatening
forest land in California and other states.
California accounts for more than 90 percent of illegal US marijuana
farming, with much of it exported to other states from thousands of sites hidden deep inside forested federal land, and more on private property.
Ecologist Mourad Gabriel, who documents the issue for the Forest Service as well as other state, local and federal law enforcement agencies, estimates California's forests hold 41 times more solid fertilizers and 80 times
more liquid pesticides than Forest Service investigators found in 2013.
Exposure to the pesticides has sent at least five law enforcement officials and two suspects to hospitals with skin rashes, respiratory problems
and other symptoms, court documents and state data show. Growers use
fertilizers and pesticides long restricted or banned in the United States, including carbofuran and zinc phosphide. 

BEWARE GMO BULLIES ONLINE

T

here are hundreds, possibly thousands of them—
paid to bully, shame, and endlessly argue with
anyone posting a comment deriding GMOs or
pesticides. The presence of a troll army was revealed during the on-going lawsuit against Monsanto over
the cancer-causing properties of their herbicide Roundup.
The lawyers wrote:
“Monsanto even started the aptly-named “Let Nothing
Go” program to leave nothing, not even Facebook comments, unanswered; through a series of third parties, it
employs individuals who appear to have no connection to
the industry, who in turn post positive comments defending
Monsanto, chemicals, and GMOs.” 
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S.A.F.E.
P.O. Box 1510
Hayfork, CA 96041-1510
address service requested

GOP WANTS TO EVISCERATE ESA

C

ongressional Republicans launched efforts aimed at reforming
the Endangered Species Act to make it more friendly for states,
landowners, industry and others.
The debates in the House and Senate were on bills with
specific, limited purposes. Nonetheless, the GOP made it clear that they
want to make significant changes to the law that they see as outdated, ineffective and unnecessarily costly for states and land users.
“In short, the ESA doesn’t work,” said Natural Resources Committee
Chairman Rob Bishop (R-Utah). “We have to find a way to reform it so that
it actually solves problems, not just continues on the process. Hopefully,
working with our colleagues in the Senate and the administration, we can
lay a foundation for ESA reform that will do us well.”
Bishop said the mission of the ESA “has changed and has been misused to try and control land, to block a host of economic activities, jobs,
energy, infrastructure and forest management.”
Rep. Raúl Grijalva (Ariz.), the top Democrat on the panel, shot back.
“The Endangered Species Act works,” he said. “Despite years of Republican efforts to pass bills weakening the act and cut funding from agencies
that protect and recover imperiled American wildlife, 99 percent of listed
species have continued to survive, and 90 percent are on schedule to
meet their recovery goals,” Grijalva continued.
“And despite an ongoing misinformation campaign by Republicans
and their industry allies, designed to turn the public against ESA, 90 percent of American voters support keeping the law intact.” 
The Autumn SAFE meeting is November 5 at the Mounttjoy
residence near Hayfork. The meeting starts at 1 p.m.
Potluck to follow about 4 pm. Call 530.628.4474 for directions.
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